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On a cold and blustery, snowy Saturday in late November, more than 111,000 people were

crammed inside Michigan Stadium, in Ann Arbor, Michigan, to watch the Michigan Wolverines play

the Ohio State Buckeyes. It was a heated college football rivalry that had spanned more than a

century. No one inside the stadium was prepared for what would soon unfold. As the football was

kicked into the snow-filled sky to start the game, long-foretold Bible prophecy came to pass right

before their very eyes, causing many to vanish into thin air. Fear and panic filled the hearts of

everyone still inside the stadium. But what happened inside Michigan Stadium was only a drop in

the bucket compared to the rest of the world. In the blink of an eye, life as humanity had known it

was forever changed when the Great Disappearing Act came to pass. More than one billion people

either vanished or were killed in the aftermath of the Rapture. Those still remaining were in for a

world of trouble. In the coming days, with all banks and businesses closed, ATM machines not

spitting out dollar bills and credit cards not being accepted for the time being, humanity was

temporarily separated from their assets. Until the world came back online, so to speak, those

without cash reserves would remain cashless. As world leaders converged on NATO Headquarters

in Belgium for an emergency summit, the pressure was on to find ways to stabilize the situation as

quickly as possible. With embargoes temporarily lifted from insurgent countries, leaders from every

nation on the planet were expected to attend. Many urgent crises would be discussed over the next

few days, from burying the scores of dead bodies littering the planet, to protecting the borders of

each country, to stopping the serious price gouging going on in the world. But mostly, they had to

find a way to prevent a global recession from swallowing them whole, causing the planet they

inhabited to spiral even further out of control. Little did most know who would rise up to lead the

way, or how quickly he would do it...The fifth installment will be available late Fall, 2016.
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Ok. I'm hooked. Book one was good. Book two was better. Book three was outstanding. A new

global leader has appeared basically out of nowhere to lead the world as they 'recover' from the

Rapture and its' after affects. He comes at a time when earth is in desperate need to be led into an

unknown future. This fellow is too good to be true, and you know what is said about that. The book

continues on in the personal lives of some of those left behind, including skeptics as well as those

that professed Christ but were left behind. Unfortunately, it appears book four hasn't been written

yet. All I can say is "Bring it on. I'm ready."

This was a great book. It shows what I would imagine it might be like after the rapture. The struggles

of those left behind to make sense of what happened, deal with the guilt of being left behind, and to

finally accept the truth seemed, to me, to be very realistic. I would recommend this book to

everyone, it well worth the price.

Though this is fiction it is based on actual scripture, it does tell the truth about Jesus and

eschatology of the last days. The fact of salvation through Jesus Christ is absolutely right on, I wish

more people would listen, and make a serious commitment.

I was hooked and couldn't even put it down. It's similar to the Left Behind series. I can't wait for the

fourth installment to come out even though it is supposed to be available during the Independence

Day weekend.



Loved this book...just finished it, this is part 3 of the series, and I could not put it down...every

character has his or her own personality and agenda....This book is an out the End Times and the

Rapture...reminds me of The Left Behind series by Tim LaHaye.....Mr. Higgins has a very good

writing style that draws you into the storyline and does not let you go....pick this series up , you will

not be sorry

Having read the first three books in this series, I an enjoying them more and more with each editing.

Mr Higgins's knowledge of end-time prophecy lends itself to an entirely believable story line which

should serve a s a sober warning to all who believe there are many ways to the One True God.

Looking forward to the next instalment.

I have read all three books and can't wait until the next one comes out...When will it be out??? They

are great! Must read and you just can't put down type of books...Wow is all I have to say! Patrick

Higgins you have quite the way with words and character development... It leaves one wanting more

and sad that the next one isn't available yet... I need to find out what happens with the

characters...When is the next series going to be done???

It is always interesting to read what other people come up with that might happen when the rapture

does come. They are similar with some slight difference s and some not so slight differences.
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